Is Commitment Enough?

Since two-thirds of all adult learners plan their own education programs without professional help, outreach to these learners in their own community settings is the next important movement in education. Outreach also applies to those many adults who need help simply in coping with everyday life in this complex society. A recent study found that Americans have more trouble with everyday problems in consumer economics than in any other knowledge area, that one-fourth of Americans do not understand their rights and obligations under our system of government, that one-fifth of adults have trouble with occupational knowledge, and that people had more trouble with arithmetic than with any other learning skill tested. The responsibility for rectifying the situation in the case of adults rests with the adult education community. A set of 65 learning objectives covering occupational knowledge, consumer economics, health, community resources, and government and law, which the aforementioned study identified, is the core around which remedial instructional programs can be built. The task in adult education is to find people who would not otherwise seek help on their own and involve them in instructional programs committed to innovation and change built around real world situations. (JR)
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It's always a pleasure for me to come to Salt Lake City. As many of you know, I spent most of my life in this part of the country before jumping range to go east and accept a Federal appointment. Only one thing convinced me I should leave the good life of the high country for the rush hour traffic on the Potomac River bridges. That was the challenge to do something at the Federal level about problems in education that concern us all.

I'm especially glad to be here this time because it gives me the opportunity to talk with so many friends and colleagues involved with adult education. Involved is the right word for members of the Adult Education Association. I know of no group of educators more committed to -- or better at -- their job.

Education certainly offers no tougher job than yours. Today more adults than ever before see in formal education the route to their personal goals and aspirations, whether in career advancement, intellectual development, or do-it-yourself skills. With their different ethnic, economic, social, and academic backgrounds, these adult students are as diverse as the population. Meeting their learning needs is a difficult job, and you handle it very well indeed.
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Adult education has been the butt of some pretty far-out jokes about its efforts to provide courses for students who want knowledge on just about every conceivable subject, much of it concurrently. Woody Allen once said he had put together the ultimate adult education course, one that managed to cover both man's intellectual craving and his practical needs. Allen called the course "Yeats and Hygiene -- A Comparative Study," subtitled "The Poetry of William Butler Yeats as Analyzed Against a Background of Proper Dental Care." While that combination is a bit much, I know that curriculum developers do face formidable challenges.

I've been asked to focus my remarks on your conference theme -- "Our Commitment to a Learning Society" -- and to comment on the national implications of that theme. I must say your program planners were thinking big both when they developed the conference theme and when they handed me my assignment.

In our bicentennial year a number of fundamental issues in our society are being carefully re-examined. Our commitment to a learning society should certainly be one of them. It's a where-do-we-go-from-here issue. It should be the subject of many thought-provoking papers and conferences. It's more than I can handle adequately in a few minutes. However, let me deal with some ideas that I feel should be part of the national dialogue.

...
What has set America apart from much of the rest of the world is its firm belief that education is every person’s road to just about any place he or she wants to go. Committed educators have worked for generations to make education live up to that promise. There have been inequities in providing access to the dream machine at the postsecondary level for minorities and women. But we have made considerable progress toward providing equal access in recent years, and the record is getting better each year.

So I would ask education, and adult education in particular: What is the nature of our commitment? How far are we willing to go — how much are we willing to change the structure of education — to serve the greatest number of people? Education is organized around institutions, credits, and credentials. Are we prepared to restructure it around learners?

Where are the nation’s adult learners? What are their needs and interests?

Recent studies by the Commission on Non-Traditional Study and by the University of Tennessee and other topflight institutions have come up with some provocative findings. As a few examples:

# Adults are much less interested in accumulating credit hours than in acquiring knowledge.

# Adults want to learn for practical reasons related to their job, home, family, sport, or hobby.

# Two thirds of all adult learners plan their own education program without professional help.
Most interesting of all, much adult learning is not carried on in the school or college but in the home, with books and magazines as the principal learning resources.

Adult education could reach out to these motivated people and make their home-based learning endeavors much more effective. I'm thinking of counseling services, development of curriculum materials, perhaps even making instructors, credentialed or not, available to teach small groups of adults with similar learning interests in the basement of the neighborhood church or community center. Outreach to the community is, in my judgment, the next important movement in education.

This outreach idea is also applicable to another large segment of the adult population that needs help simply in coping with everyday life in this complex society.

A couple of days ago I held a news conference to release the findings of a major four-year investigation of the coping and survival skills of American adults. The summary report is called Adult Functional Competency. I think you'll find it fascinating, if somewhat discouraging, reading.

The investigation was funded by the Office of Education and is better known as the Adult Performance Level Study. It wasn't concerned with the ability of adults to read, write, or do arithmetic at some arbitrarily chosen grade level -- third grade, say, or fifth. Rather, it looked at ability to deal with real life situations, from shopping in the supermarket to getting arrested.
The study considered five broad categories of everyday experience: 

- # Occupational Knowledge,
- # Consumer Economics,
- # Health,
- # Community Resources, and
- # Government and Law.

The study assumed that in each category adults would need a working knowledge of the three Rs, plus problem-solving skills and the ability to get along with people.

Investigators interviewed 1,500 persons, a statistically representative sample of the total U.S. population. They ranged from doctors, store managers, and bank tellers to long distance truckers and construction workers. They included Ph.D.s and high school dropouts, both sexes, and ethnic minorities.

In the occupational knowledge category, the 1,500 respondents were asked such questions as, for example: "Do you know what Equal Opportunity Employer means?" Sadly, one in five didn't know.

In the health category, the respondents were asked whether they knew how to get professional help in easing their children's transition from adolescence to adulthood. In consumer economics, they were asked whether they were aware of factors affecting food costs. In community resources, they were asked where they would apply for Social Security and Medicare benefits. In government and law, they were queried about their rights if arrested.
THESE ARE SAMPLE TOPICS. THERE WERE MANY MORE IN EVERY CATEGORY.

PROJECTING THE RESPONSES OF THESE 1,500 PERSONS, THE STUDY CONCLUDED THAT:

# AMERICANS HAVE MORE TROUBLE WITH EVERYDAY PROBLEMS IN CONSUMER ECONOMICS THAN IN ANY OTHER KNOWLEDGE AREA.

# NEARLY 35 MILLION ADULTS -- ALMOST A THIRD OF THE ADULT POPULATION -- HAVE TROUBLE BUYING LIFE INSURANCE, USING CREDIT, SHOPPING WISELY, AND HANDLING OTHER FACETS OF CONSUMER ECONOMICS.

# ONE FOURTH OF ALL AMERICANS CANNOT UNDERSTAND THEIR RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS UNDER OUR SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AND LAW.

# ONE IN FIVE ADULTS HAS TROUBLE WITH OCCUPATIONAL KNOWLEDGE -- THE BASICS OF FINDING, GETTING, HOLDING, AND ADVANCING IN A JOB.

# FINALLY, IN THE SKILLS TESTED -- READING, WRITING, COMPUTATION, PROBLEM SOLVING, AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS -- THE 1,500 PEOPLE SURVEYED HAD MOST TROUBLE WITH ARITHMETIC, THE EVERYDAY ARITHMETIC NEEDED TO BALANCE A CHECKBOOK, FIGURE THE UNIT PRICE OF FOODS, AND CALCULATE INTEREST CHARGES ON CREDIT ACCOUNTS. PROJECTED TO THE TOTAL POPULATION, THE STUDY CONCLUDED THAT 39 MILLION AMERICANS ARE UNABLE TO PERFORM BASIC COMPUTATIONS AND THAT ANOTHER 30 MILLION CAN BARELY GET BY.
On the positive side, people know more about community resources and how to use them than any other knowledge area tested, and they handle everyday writing requirements better than they handle reading, problem solving, or any other skill.

These are significant findings. They tell us much about the ability of Americans to cope with the complexities of daily life in the seventies, and they say millions of Americans aren't making it.

I also think the study, by implication, poses basic questions about our education system. Parents have an obligation to teach children as many coping skills as they themselves possess. Schools, however, have an obligation to provide structured learning programs in this area. As the Adult Performance Level Study shows, schools have failed to meet this obligation somewhere along the line, probably at the junior or senior high school level.

Fortunately, some states and localities are already dealing with the problem as it relates to youngsters now coming up through their schools. Oregon now requires that high school seniors pass economic and social survival skill tests as a requirement for graduation. California and some other states are moving in this direction.

For adults, obviously, the responsibility for providing coping skills rests with the adult education community. The study recommends a number of things you can do to build survival competencies into your adult education programs.
Central to these recommendations is a set of 65 learning objectives. Objectives in the occupational knowledge area include such things as learning how to fill out a job application and handle a job interview. One objective in consumer economics is to learn the principles of comparison shopping and how to relate price to quality in selecting food, clothing, appliances, and other items. A health objective is to learn how to identify potential hazards in the home or office.

These 65 objectives have many uses. They enable you to test the coping skills of your adult students, or indeed the adult population of an entire community or state. And I think I should point out that even an Albert Einstein can be as inept as an undereducated person in coping with life outside his own area of expertise. Einstein was so immersed in the abstract that he had trouble reading a bus schedule or remembering to carry money.

The objectives are also the core around which remedial instructional programs can be built and teachers trained in how to teach these programs. Finally, the objectives are yardsticks to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional programs in meeting adult coping needs.

I hope elected state and local officials who set priorities and determine budgets, along with educators, will recognize this study for what it is: a careful statistical measure of how many Americans are unable to meet effectively the requirements of day-to-day living -- and a tool to help educators design, test, implement, and evaluate remedial learning programs for them.
Let me return to the outreach idea. I said earlier that adult education should make a real effort to assist people already engaged in self-help learning at home. I stress this point again. These are motivated people. If they didn’t want to improve their career or personal life, they wouldn’t be devoting precious effort and leisure time to the learning enterprise. I feel confident that they would welcome guidance and assistance from adult education professionals.

But a more challenging task for adult education, in my judgment, is to help the millions of functionally incompetent people identified in the Adult Performance Level Study.

We don’t know how many of these people realize they are incompetent. We don’t know how many realize they can learn how to function effectively. We don’t know how many know where to go for help. We don’t know how many are motivated to do anything to improve their situation.

I hope that state and local adult population assessments will fill these information gaps. And I fervently hope that you and your colleagues, as the shakers and doers in adult education, are thinking about ways to interest and serve these people.

Better than any other members of our education-oriented society, educators know that knowledge is the great liberator. Without it, at least in fundamental matters, people go through life with one hand tied behind them.
So I think our commitment to a learning society should be -- must be -- devoted in large measure to helping those who need it most. That means a commitment to innovation and change, to building learning programs around students rather than institutions. In adult education, it means to find people who would not likely seek help on their own and encourage them to undertake a learning program. It means developing instructional activities and materials applicable to the real world people live in, with the understanding that the real world of Watts or Appalachia is a long way from the real world of the average college campus. It means using whatever community facilities and other resources you can find in Watts or Appalachia to teach wherever people can and will assemble to learn.

The other day I read a story by a retired professor who taught adult education in the depression thirties. Fortunately, the seventies aren't the thirties, but the story makes a telling point, and on it I will close.

The professor said a bright but down-on-his-luck father of four came to see him about getting more education. Among other courses, the professor suggested a freshman survey of English literature. The man thought for a moment, then shook his head. "No," he said, "not right at first. I'll read Chaucer with you some time, but first learn me enough to earn me enough to buy shoes for the kids."